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Barron Argues Before SuprerneCou rt
by Chuck Leone
Two National Law Center
professors are prominently involved in a first amendment
freedom of speech and of the
press case being heard today by
the -United
States Supreme
Court. The case, Miami Herald

suring the ability of the public
to be fully informed during
elecion campaigns.
The court called concentration of the ownership of the
mass media into fewer and
fewer hands "a form of private
censorship;"
restricting
the
Publishing Company v. Tor- right of the public to know.
nillo, may become a constituThe First Amendment, accordtional landmark in the area of ing to the Florida Supreme
individual access to space in Court, did not "create a priviprinted media.
leged class which through a
NLC professor Jerome Barmonopoly of instruments of the
ron will argue the case before
newspaper industry would be
the court for Appellee Pat Torable to deny to the people the
nillo, Jr. The D.C. firm of Cohn
freedom of expression which
and Marks, of which Profesthe First Amendment guaransorial Lecturer Marcus Cohn is tees."
a senior partner, is of counsel
The appellant
publishing
for the appellant Miami Herald
company
vigorously
attacks
Publishing Company.
both the statute and the FloriIn controversy is a Florida
da Supreme Court's decision
right of reply statute (F.S.
on several grounds in .today's
104.38) which compels news- arguments.
papers, under criminal sancThe Miami Herald Publishtions, to provide free space to ing Company claims that the
candidates in any state election
statute is in fact a form of censorship . restricting- -its'-first
to reply to any publication
amendment freedom, that the
which assails that candidate's
statute is· impermissibly vague
personal character, charges the
and unnecessarily broad, and
candidate
with "malfeasance
or misfeasance"
in office or that it accomplishes an invalid
taking of the publishing com"otherwise attacks his official
pany's property without due
record."
process oflaw.
Appellee Tornillo, a candiAppellee
Tornillo's
argudate ina state election,had
sought to reply under the ment follows the lines of the
decision of the Florida Sustatute to an editorial published by the Miami Herald at- preme Court in many respects.
Tornillo claims that the statute
tacking him. The newspaper
broadens the first amendment
refused to print a reply.
right of freedom of speech
The Florida Supreme Court,
in upholding the statute (42 without restricting the freedom
LW 2073), stated in its decision
of the press, and that the
last July that the statute did not exercise of his first amendment
rights through appellant's prirestrict freedom of the press,
but rather broadened it by in- vate property is not a depriva-

tion of property without due
process,
but has adequate
judicial precedent.
Numerous groups have filed
amicus briefs, most on behalf
of the Miami Herald Publishing Company. Those filing with
the Miami Herald include the

New York Times, Washington
Post, and the National Association of Broadcasters. as well as
individual editors and publishers. The National
Citizens
Committee for Broadcasting is
. among the groups filing for
Tornillo.
Professor Barron has been
. interested in the area of public
access to the printed media
since his 1967 publication
of

Access to the Press-a New
First Amendment Right in 80
Harvard Law Review 1641. He
has subsequently
authored
a
book on the subject, Freedom
of the Press for Whom? (Indiana University Press, 1973).

SBAPushes Grade Reform
by Chuck Leone
.On April 9, the SBA passed
a grade reform proposal whichincluded
several
significant
changes from the school's present policy. The proposal will
be presented to the faculty for
approval at its April 19 meeting. The committee
recommends that students favoring
the proposal
lobby facuIty
members before the meeting.
The text of the proposal is as
follows:
1. Every student has a right
to have his or her examination
paper returned. Either the ori-

, Health Survey Data Released
by Valerie Schurman and Barbara Moulton
In response to a number of complaints the
Women's Legal Clinic conducted a survey in
February on women's views of services provided
by Student Health Services. Approximately 230
women students filled out questionnaires.
Since the time the survey was taken, the
Student Health Service has hired a gynecologist
who is available one afternoon
a week by
appointment.
Birth control services will not be
provided by this particular doctor.
The results of the survey are as follows. The
percentages do not add up to 100% in all areas
because of lack of response or multiple response's in those areas.
Roughly what percentage of your health needs
are for birth control and gynecological care?
to 24%
26% .
25 to 49%
20% '
50 to 74%
25%

o

Jerome Barron

75 to 100%

26%

If you have ever used the health services for
gynecological services, were your problems adequately handled?
Yes
90/0
No
13%
Have you had need of gynecological services, but
not gone to the Student Health Service? If so,
was it because of:
Lack of quality treatment
28%
Irregular hours
10%
Lack of confidentiality
90/0
Prefer female doctor
6%
Appropriate service not available
22%

Other

35%

Do you think the University should provide:
Yes
No
gynecological services
95% 1%
birth control
94% 1%
VD treatment & follow-up
97% 0010
. (Please tum to p, 2, col. 3)

ginal paper or a copy shall be
provided.
II. Every
professor
shall
make available written model
answers or outlines to the exam
to be posted no later than the
date grades are due. In, addition the professor may hold a
group session with the class a
short time after the exam. Such
group sessions shall not preclude the availability of private
conferences
under
Sec. III
below. The model answers 01:
.outlines shall be placed on file
in the library.
III. Every student has the
. right to a .private conference
with the professor within a reasonable time after grades are
posted.
Scheduling
priority
should go to those who received
a grade of 64 (D) or below.
IV. Review Board. Standing.
A student may submit his or
her examination
paper
(or
other written course work) to a
Review Board if he or she believes his or her exam paper (or
other written course work) received a grade that was substantially
inappropriate.
The
student may invoke this procedure only after having unsuccessfully attempted to resolve
the conflict privately with the
professor. Composition. (1) The
student submitting his or her
exam paper (or other written
course work) shall appoint one
representative.
(2) The Dean
shall appoint one faculty member or graduate
student. (3)

The two representatives
so
appointed shall select a faculty
member or graduate student
who shall act as chairman of
the Review Board. (4) Each
member of the Review Board
so chosen shall have one vote.
Jurisdiction and Authority. If
the Review Board finds a substantial
discrepancy
between
the student's performance and
the grade received, it shall
change the student's grade accordingly.
V. Any student who receives
a grade of 64 (D) or below has
the right to retake an exam or
redo any written work by the
end of the next semester without paying additional tuition.
The grade received for the retaken exam or redone course
work shall be entered into the
student's record in addition to
the original grade, and both
grades shall be included in the .
student's average. The student
shall earn hours toward graduation as if he had taken the
course one time.

Inside ...
for further
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Student Health Adds New
Program, Advisory Panel

Scholarship Referendum

by Ruth Levine
by Janet LaBella and
Judd Kutcher
NLC students voting in the
SBA Scholarship Committee's
recent referendum
indicated
that they prefer a system
whereby eligibility for scholarship funds is defined on the
basis of financial need, rather
than on academic excellence. A
total of 485 students voted; 358
favored the need policy, 127

night students, who are not
graduating
in May, voted at
night.
Many students offered comments or suggestions
along
with their vote. Six students
stated that they preferred a
system which would first designate applicants who had need
and then award scholarships to
those with the highest grades.
Dissatisfaction
with
the
GAPSF AS form and especially
with consideration of parents'
income in determining need for
those students financially independent from their parents was
expressed by nine students.
"Nader's Raider" recently re- They stated that parents' in.sponsible for the release of FBI come should not be considered
files. representing
the Public
in determining need if the stuCitizens Litigation Group.
dent could' demonstrate
indeStudents wiIl be encouraged
pendence or unwillingness of
to enter into a dialogue with the parents to pay tuition.
the participants following their
Fourteen
students
qualified
initial presentations.
Details
their vote for either A or B by
will be posted.
recommending a lower cut-off
The SBA Speakers Commitpoint of from 65 to 75 for contee is joining with an ad hoc sideration for a scholarship.
group of NLC students. headed
The referendum results have
by Pete Depaolis, to present a been presented to the dean for
major conference on the issue action by the faculty scholarof Legal Ethics. The conference
ship committee.
is currently scheduled for early ';-

voted for the present policy,
and 16 wrote comments but
failed to designate
between
choices A or B.
The scholarship referendum
announcement
was passed out
..to students in the first-year
sections. in second-year evidence classes and to night students. In the following days the
first and second-year students
voted in their classes a-nd the

SBA Sponsors Freedom
of Information Panel
,
by John Shapleigh and
Louis Francis
The SBA Speakers Committee will sponsor a panel discussion on the current status of
the Freedom of Information
Act at 8 P.M. on Tuesday,
April 23, in Room 410 of the
University Center.
Participating will be William
Phillips, Director of the Rouse
Subcommittee
on
Foreign
Operations
and Government
Information.
John Gallanger,
representing
the Justice Departrnent's
Office of Legal
Counsel, and Ronald Plesser, a

New Advocate
Editor Named
Chuck Leone has been
named editor of The Advocate for 1974-75.
Leone, a second-year student. has been a member of
The Advocate staff since
1972, and has served as
News Editor since August
1973.
He will assume his new
duties effective with the
next (May J) issue.

next fall. A speaker of national
prominence will be joined by
local attorneys and members of
the NLC faculty for a keynote
address and group discussion.
A regular biweekly speakers
series is also planned for next
semester, with a variety of persons speaking on topics ranging from technical areas of the
law to contemporary issues of
social and political controversy.
Students are urged to submit
ideas for speakers and topics,
and to inform the Committee if
they are able to assist in
obtaining
speakers
through
personal contacts. Please leave
notes on the SBA office door
(first floor, Bacon Hall),

~or
wDlslle
on
rape

Now you can
protect yourself
against muggers, rapists
and worse with this
amazing new whistle. Wear it
as a necklace or carry it as a key chain. Its long-range
penetrating
shrill brings help in a hurry. The next dark
night (that's tonight!! you'II feel a lot safer just knowing
you have the greatest protection
in the world. Gives
obscene phone callers a shrilling earful, too.
GET IT BEFORE YOU HAD IT!
COME

IN OR MAIL

HANOY

Key Chain

_Necklace

(Numberl_

3431 West Villard Avenue

Milwaukee, Wisconsin 53209

refund if returned in 10 days.

a complete

CITY

_
NUMBER

_
STATE

__

."The Dr. couldn't find the proper instrument to conduct the examination, so he used a
tongue depressor! Then he told me I had V .0.I didn't (I went to a real doctor the next day)."
.
.• "The Dr. merely talked with me to diagnose
my problem, then prescribed some prescription
antibacteria cream which had little or no effect
on clearing up my vaginal infection."
."Whatever
I have been treated for has been
done well and successful1y."
."1 know that the treatment I received at
Student Health on at least one occasion was
both incorrect and incompetent ... It seems to
me that no medical service at all would be
preferable to the system that is currently in
existence. At least if one is going to be told that
there is or is not anything wrong, it should be by
a doctor who knows what hetshe) is doing."
."This university is such a rip-off. moneymaking, profiteering outfit-I
think a university
~ith a medical school and hospital should provide quality care for its students-I
can't afford
medical care unless the university provides it-a
gyn. dept. is an essential."
Dr. Sal Fiscina, director of Student Health
Services, with whom members of the Women's
Legal Clinic have had several discussions, has
~een .very sy~pathetic
and cooperative in conslde~tng possible ways of improving the Health
S~rvlces. 'Several proposals are now being conSIdered.

"The Medical'School Follies

Family Jewels Ltd.

NAME
STREET

.',
(Continued from pvLl
If these services were provided would you use
them?
.
Yes
No
gynecological services
72% 10%
birth control
72% 11%
VD treatment & follow-up
64% 90/0
Do you think the doctors at the Health Service
are sensitive to the problems of women?
Yes
8%
No
·22%
Which aspects of the Student Health Service
are in need of the most immediate improvement? (Rank in order of priority)
.
1st
2nd 3rd
more general practitioners
11% 13% 15%
gynecologists
30% '31% 18%
psychological services
3% 16%, 15'lJo
. raise quality of existing services 43% 10%: 15%
other specialists
2%' 2% 11%
birth control
11% 20%. 19%
In addition to numerical data, many comments were also received. Although there were a
few positive comments, most indicated a diss~tisfaction with the doctors and services pro-·
vided. The comments also indicated that Student health has been inconsistent in the past in
treatment and refusal to treat gynecological
problems. The following are some typical comments:
."1 once got the results back 'of a test they
didn't give me."

Whistles

totally

I will receive

WOlllen's Legal Clinic
Health Services Survey

Chrome __

I enclose Sl.OO for each London-Like
Whistle. I understand that if I am not
satisfied,

Clinic.
Under this program, the senior gynecology resident holds office
hours Wednesday afternoons from 12:30 to 4:00 p.rn, Appointments with her/him may be made in person at the Student Health
Service or by telephone (676-6828). Should demand warrant it,
additional office hours will be scheduled.
The gynecologist is assisted by a Student Health Service nurse
or physician assistant, who functions as a women's health assistant. A woman who complains to the Health Service about a
gynecological problem on a day when the gynecologist is not
present will first be referred_ to this same assistant. Th.e natu.re of
the problem will be evaluated and, as needed, the patient WIll be
immediately
referred to a regular Health Service physician.
Where immediate treatment is not indicated, an appointment will
be made with the gynecologist. Direct appointments
may also be
made.
.
, This new program is intended to facilitate the development of a
physician-nurse-patient
relationship similar to that found in a
private practice. This contrasts with the present system of a series
of physicians working on the same case, a method that provides
less continuity of care.
---,

COUPON

Yes! 1want to be saved! Send me _london-Like

_

In response to activities of the ~B.A Uniyersi~y Policie~ Cornmittee and the Women's Legal Clinic, an interim commIttee is
being set up to act as an advisory g~oup to the dire~t~r of the
Student Health Services to communicate student opimon concerning the Health Services.
The Service has already
initiated
a new program
of
gynecological services. A se~ior (third-year) gynecolog~ resident
has been appointed to serve 10 ~he ~tude~t Health Servlc.e for an
extended period. Her/his functlO~ IS to dlagnos~ comp~alnts and
treat all routine problems. Complicated cases WIll continue to be
referred to physicians in the Gynecology Department of the GW

ZIP __

Tickets are on sale at the Medical School lounge
between 12-1 P.M. weekdays
or from any G.W. Med. Student
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SBAPresident's Report
by Tomas Garza

Recognizing the importance
Weare now in the home of Conflicts, a problem arises if
stretch before finals, and the a large number of students
SBA still has plenty of work to cannot take the course either
do before the semester ends.
when it is offered, or with a
At our April 9th meeting, we professor of their choice. The
discussed the problem of Con- choice of professor is not a
flict of Laws classes. For many student right.
students, Conflict of Laws is a
When a considerable amount
highly desirable course. Many of students (approximately 100
state bar exams include Con- in the Conflicts issue) are
flicts. .To some students that closed out of their selected
means that it is an essential' class and adamantly refuse to
course in their schedule. Not- exercise the option of taking
withstanding the bar exams, the other available section, the
other students feel that Con- problem is a significant one.
flicts is the type of course which
Let me emphasize that a
is necessary not only from the problem of this type is not
procedural standpoint, but also common. The number of disfrom the overall picture that it satisfied students is usually
presents of the various state small, and most are willing to
.laws.
register for the alternative
section.
The question then is what
can be done about a situation
such as we have in the Conflicts
~sCUSS u ur
problem. Before the problem
, can be resolved, the factors
which caused the problem
must be determined. Improper
The Young Lawyers Section timing is not an issue due to the
of the Virginia Bar Association fact that all sections for the
will present a panel discussion Spring semester are scheduled
on various aspects of Virginia at the same time. Therefore,
law practice on Wednesday, the relevant factor is the choice
April 24, at 4 P.M., in Stockton of professor.
Hall, Room 10. The panel will
What should or can be
include representatives of sev- .done? Perhaps the use of a
eral Virginia law firms, the tentative schedule for preregiCommonwealth's
Attorney's stration, which will afford the
office, and the Virginia Bar administration a chance to
Association.
reschedule some sections, can
NLC Placement Director be utilized.
Lynn Hiner has stressed that
Many students feel that the
this discussion should be of faculty should resolve this type
interest to any student con- of problem. The students mainsidering a small town or tain that the faculty has the
suburban practice anywhere, necessary authority, which the
since the opportunities and students do not have, to resolve
practices in Virginia are simi- -these problems.
In my opinion, the tentative
lar to those in other states as
schedule idea may prove to be
well.
Mrs. Hiner also indicated the best solution, providing
that similar programs may be that the SBA has ample
scheduled next year, if student 'opportunity to compile any
interest proves sufficient to student criticism and offer
suggestions. A two or threewarrant them.

Va. Attorneys
S b' b
D· '

SBA Pre-finals Fling

The SBA is sponsoring a "Pre-Final Fling," to be held from 4
year advance' schedule would to 7 p.m, on Tuesday, April 30, in the Quadrangle behind the ,
provide a student with advance National Law Center. All students, faculty, and staff of the NLC
warning, and afford each stu- are invited and urged to join in celebrating the close of spring
dent the opportunity to sched- semester classes.
ule his or her classes ahead of
Fried chicken and beer will be served, with plenty of potato
chips and pretzels to munch on.
time. ,
Tickets are on sale today, tomorrow, and Friday (April 17-19)
Whatever the solution, this
problem needs the attention of for only fifty cents. They are being sold this week, rather than:
the faculty and the administra- next, because the chicken has to be ordered well in advance, and
tion. This typeof problem has the ticket sales will give us a reasonably accurate estimate of the
occurred before and will occur quantity required. One fifty-cent ticket will serve to admit one
again.
student, faculty member, or staff member.

an

Law Practice

LSD/ABA Seeks Members
by John Shapleigh
Law students who apply now for membership in .the Law
Student Division of the American Bar Association will receive
fifteen months benefits for twelve months dues. Applications
received now will result in immediate enrollment through June 30,
1975.
For their $3.00 dues, members receive Student Lawyer, the
Division's own magazine, and Student Lawyer Letter, a monthly
letter explaining the Division's activities. They may also enroll in
ABA "sections" which produce specialized up-to-date information in many areas of the law, and in the Division's health and life
insurance programs. Members may also subscribe to the ABA
Journal.
If at least 20 per cent of all NLC students join the division, the

school will be eligible for financial grants to assist in special
projects. Ideas for such projects include improvement o.fopportunities for minorities and women" and special presentations and
seminars of general appeal.
'
Membership applications and additional information are
available in various locations around the law school. For specific
questions, leave a message at the,SBA office for John Shapleigh or .
Oliver Long.
STEVE'S FIVE & DIME TERMPAPERS
1123 Broadway Suite 203
N.Y., N.Y. 10010
(212) 675-4849
Termpapers & Thesis from,90 centsl page

CAMPUS
JOBS
-AVAILABLE

~on.-Sa·t.
10 :30-4:00

,r

A Totally Pragmatic
Review Course
LIMITED IN SIZE
FEATURING:
• Two volumes of course outlines of outstanding quality.
• Seven weeks of classroom explanation and discussion of
past and hypothetical bar exam questions and answers.
• Quality instruction by a young, dynamic faculty willing to
do more thanjust what is required. .
.
• A revised course designed to keep you abreast of recent
changes in the law and the bar exam itself.
• Complete Multistate preparation including hundreds of
sample questions and· instructions
in exam taking
'technique.
• Tapes of classes available for use in case of any missed
classes.
• AvaiIabllity of our faculty to grade and/or critique any
written work submitted by any student.
• A course, limited in size, and taught at College Park,
Maryland, on the campus of the University of Maryland.
• The highest passing rate of all Bar Review courses offered
in Maryland, 87% for people taking the exam for the first
time.
Materials issued upon payment

CALL: (301) 434·1376

of $185

ANYTIME, DAY OR NIGHT
OR

WRITE: MARYLAND BAR REVIEW COURSe, INC.
POST OFFICE BOX 1144
LANGLEY PARK, MARYL'AND 20787

Register Now For The January Or June Course
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1£~itnrial
And in Su III III a tion
Throughout this year, we have criticized the National
Law Center, and the University, for a wide variety of
failings. We believe that our objections were valid, and hope
that ultimately all these problems will be remedied. We
trust that our successors, who assume their new duties
effective with the next issue, will continue to press for
reforms vital to the interest ofthe NLC student body.
.
Clearly, much work remains to be done. Grade reform,
for example, is a problem which continues to dominate our
pages. This issue includes two columns and one news article
on grade reform; more editorial space has been devoted to
grade reform this year thari to any other single topic.
The Student Bar Association has passed five new grade
reform proposals (see story, page one), including a proposal
to institute a Grade Review Board, which we recommended
in an editorial on March 6. We endorse the SBA proposals,
and urge the faculty to officially approve them at its next
meeting.
While this and other problems remain to be solved by
future classes, we feel compelled to concede one major
point. Despite the law school's many imperfections, the
members of the class of 1974, like our predecessors,
generally appear to have learned something about the law
during our three years here.
This discovery comes as a bit of a surprise to many of us.
The accumulation of knowledge and development of legal
skills, after all, has been a gradual process,occurring much
too slowly for us to be conscious of such change. The long
and often tedious hours of study frequently seemed to
amount to an intellectual treadmill, as one night's reading
of a dozen cases was rewarded only with the assignment of
another dozen for the following right.
For many of us, our whole educational experience here
has consisted of reading cases and responding
to
examination questions. Our only "clients" have been the
creations of the faculty, theirlegal problems to be met and
mastered within a single three-hour examination period.
- Our professional contacts have been limited to professors
and fellow students; only the relatively few participants in
Law Students in Court and certain other clinical programs
have ever actually encountered laymen in an attorney-client
relationship.
For a law student, the opportunity to deal with legal
problems. or to discuss legal issues with laymen, even if only
on a strictly informal basis, can prove to be a useful
experience indeed. Discussing legal issues only in the closed
community of professors and fellow students may often
result in a distorted perception of one's own ability and
knowledge. We have all acquired the same knowledge and
developed the same skills; as a result. few of our classmates
really impress us, and only the most egotistical among us
are impressed with themselves.
Thus, practical experience in clinical programs is a
valuable
supplement
to the substantive
knowledge
disseminated in academic courses. In such programs, a
student really learns to function as an attorney. One's
success, or lack of it. in dealing with actual legal problems
provides a more accurate indication of a student's genuine
legal ability than the artificial measurement of an academic
examination.
While we are often readily aware of the limitations on our
knowledge, we are not always as conscious of just how much
we do already know. Indeed, it is frequently astonishing to
discover. in conversations with intelligent and educated
laymen, that concepts which now seem quite obvious to us
remain a mystery to them.
Attending
law school in Washington
during
the
Watergate affair, and observing attorney after attorney
being implicated
in criminal offenses, has made us
abundantly aware of the need for a higher ethical standard
for the legal profession. Thus, it is the responsibility of
those of us who are graduating now to use our newly-gained
knowledge and skills to vigorously protect and advance the
best interests of our clients and community, while reserving
our highest allegiance for the rule oflaw.

"... and remember, son, it's who you know that counts."

Grade Reform: Normalizing
by John F. Banzhaf ill
Judging from the March 6
issue of The Advocate, many
students are disturbed and
upset over apparent disparities
in grading between sections
during the fall semester, and
are actively seeking remedies. I
would like to offer for the
purpose of discussion and
further study two alternative
proposals, either. of which
would substantially reduce, or
even eliminate, the problem.
The first solution, although
very simple in concept and
execution, would virtually eliminate problems caused by.
different grading patterns and
philosophies between different
professors. The second propos-,
al is much more far-reaching
and. I believe, would have
numerous advantages in addition to eliminating grading
disparities.
Before outlining each of
these proposals, it might be of
value for me to indicate why, at
least as I see it, there are such
substantial grading disparities,
and why any plan aimed simply
and primarily at limiting
professorial discretion in grading in individual classes probably would not be successful.
In the first place, the faculty
appears to be divided as to
what is a "normal" or "average" grade..
Some have expressed the
view that a "C" grade is a
normal or average grade, and
one which is entirely satisfactory and consistent with fair or
average performance by a
student in a course. They point,
for example, to the definition
in the catalog which defines a
"C" grade as satisfactory, and
to the fact that the grading
curve adopted by the faculty
generally contemplates more
"C's" than any other grade.
Other members of the faculty, and I suspect many students. however, seem to .feel
that a "C" grade is somehow
not really satisfactory, and that
if a student does at least
moderately well in a course, he
or she should receive a "B"
grade. In support of this view, .

<,

many point out that the
averages of our graduating
classes have been rising, partielarly in recent years, and that
the average of graduating
students now appears to be
about 75.
So far, to my knowledge, the
faculty has been unable to
resolve this difference in opinion, and this is one source of
the disparities in grading philosophy. Even aside from the
disagreement as to the "normal" or "average" grade, there
are other differences in grading
philosophy which tend to create
disparities.
For example, a number of
members of the faculty apparently do not favor grades as
such, or at least do not favor
our current system' of numerical grades. Thus, even if they
make a good faith effort to
comply with the standard
grading procedure, it is presumably somewhat difficult to
do so if they are philosophically
opposed to it in principle ..
To take just another example, a member- of the faculty
has publicly stated his view (as
I understand it) that the proper
role and function of a teacher is
to work with his students so
that each can get the very
highest grade possible for his
efforts, and that the inability of
any of the students to attain
this very high standard of
performance by the conclusion
ofthe course is shared as much
by the professor as by the
stu~ent. Such a philosophy
obviously makes it difficult
even impossible, as the professor has stated, to grade according to a curve or towards any
accepted average, and even a
good fa~th and literal compliance. WIth whatever grading
requirements are established
will undoubtedly .result in
creating disparities.
Finally, even assuming a
general acceptance of the
philosophy of numerical grades
and of some established "norm.al" or "average" grade, there
Willbe differences between the
grading patterns of individual.

professors simply because they
are human and see things
differently from each other.
Thus, to attempt to further
minimize any grading disparities by further "tightening up
the curve" or establishing a
mandatory mean or median
would probably not be successful, and might well lead to such
an over-rigidity in the grading
system as to be distasteful both
to students and to faculty,
Thus, in making these two
proposals, I start with the
assumption that it would probably be counterproductive to
try to force the .grades of
individual professors in different courses into a straitjacket tight enough to eliminate all objectionable grading
disparities.
Under our existing system, a
student's cumulative average is
obtained simply by adding
each of the grades received and
dividing by the total number of
grades. However, as last term
apparently demonstrated, if
some professors grade entire
sections higher than other
professors grade a corresponding section, this would have the
effect of artificially inflating
the average of all the students
in that section.
This artificial inflation could
be eliminated simply by normalizing the grade in an
individual course before it is
"averaged in." For example, if
Professor A's grades for a
particular section are on the
average 8% higher than some
agreed upon schoolwide average, the grade of each student
in that section would be
.multiplied by an appropriate
factor to reduce it by 8% before
it is used to compute his
cumulative average. By the
same token, students in a
section where the average
grade was 3% below some
agreed upon norm would have
that grade multiplied by a
factor increasing it by 3%
before it was used to compute
the students' cum.
Thus. although students
(Ph~asetum to p. 6, col. 1)
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Grade Reform: Eliminating the Grades
by Manny Kay
Twice a year, law students engage in the ritual of
reduci?g their legal ski}ls. and knowledge to a
numertcal evaluation. Periodically the destructive results of this process are so acute that students are
moved to protest, albeit briefly, and to demand
grade reform.
The present complaints concerning the lack of the
review procedures seem quite justified-the
very idea
that an institution run by attorneys has no means for
settling grievances, ~urbin& the potentially arbitrary
use of power, or taking appeals, seems to be straight
from Alice in Wonderland.
'
It seems from here, however, that present
proposals fall far short of needed _changes. Any
reform proposal must provide for the school's
legitimate interest in making sure that its graduates
have the necessary skills and abilities to practice law.
This, however, is amply provided for with a pass-fail
system.
It has been suggested that a grading system should
recognize the student's alleged right to be graded. It
is interesting that faculties and administrations
tend
to become ardent supporters of this student right.
Nonetheless, even this approach would permit the
student to waive his right to a grade on an unlimited
basis.
This right to be graded implies the right to be
graded fairly. The existence of a right implies the
existence of a remedy to redress the denial of that
right. It follows, then, .that if a student's right to a
fair grade has been denied by the allegedly arbitrary
action of a professor, that a procedure to right this
wrong should exist. .
More than that, both the determination that one is
not capable of becoming an attorney and the right to
be graded presume a grading system which is an
accurate measure of one's ability in an area.
Based on my experience and that of my friends I
have come to the conclusion that, at best, the
three-hour exam measures one's ability to take a
three-hour exam. I do not say that facetiously. The
tensions and pressures involved often play a much
larger role in one's answers than does the ability to
analyze or the knowledge of the law. It may be that
trial attorneys
have to perform
under similar
pressures, but are we training only trial attorneys?
The heavy reliance on this inadequate evaluation
procedure renders any argument for the right to be

, graded nonsensical. Even the determination, under a
- Why then do we continue .this viciously harmful
,system? The forces of inertia and tradition are not to
pass-fail system, that a student is not capable of
meeting minimum professional standards is suspect.
be discounted, but they alone are not to blame. It is
Thus, when a student receives an F, he should have
suggested here that there are three main pressures
the right to have it reviewed by an impartial third
behind the present system.
party.
'
First, there are the employers, who use the grading
_ Assuming the F is upheld, the student should then
system as their preliminary personnel department.
- By the way, aside from the judges and large firms,
have the right to demonstrate that the exam was not
reflective of his ability by his retaking the exam or,
don't PIRGs also ask your class standing?
possibly, by demonstrating professional competence
Then there are the students. Some will simply not
challenge the legitimacy or the omnipotence of the
through a research paper or take-home exam. The
decision that an individual
is not capable
of
voice of authority. Law is, after all, a conservative
calling, and it attracts, many who are hesitant to
practicing the profession of his choice should not be
made lightly, although the school does have an
make waves. There are also the students who are
apathetic to all that surrounds them. They are too
obligation to the community to prevent incompetents
from becoming lawyers.
busy jumping through hoops to think about what's
going down, much less -to actually do something.
But any argument .in support of grades pales alongside their terrible cost. We have taught our
Finally. there are those who profit by the system.
'They are the recipients of the ego gratification, the
children to measure their abilities and themselves by
,honors. the prestige jobs which accompany high .
a report card for much too long for them not to
believe in the validity of the system. Now we shatter
grades. It is their alleged right to be graded which
, the faculties and administrations
fight for. It is this
their confidence arid self-image by telling them they'
are of marginal competence.
combination
of dedication
to self-interest
and
, callous indifference to their fellow students' sufferThe price of grades in security, anxiety, lost
ing which makes student unity virtually impossible
-educational opportunities,
and tears is high. Too
and student power an empty slogan.
high. Students who do poorly tend to try to melt into
The third and strongest power behind grades is
their seats, their self-doubt
not needing
any
the faculty and administration
of any school. With
reinforcement from an intimidating professor. Their
them too, tradition and apathy are major factors.
fear and anxiety over next semester's exams dooms
, There is, however. a third element here too. Grades,
them to repeat their dismal performance. It should
it is argued, are needed to motivate students. This
be stressed that the students' problem is with the
may be true for some professors, but it is not true for
exams and not the law. Nonetheless, the lack of
teachers.
confidence carries over. It limits their classroom
There is no motivation which can compare to the
participation as well as hampering their educational
thrill and excitement of learning. Students' response
development. It is, after all, a well known truth that
to a stimulating and interesting class will overwhelm
half the battIe is in believing you can do it.
any reaction to the fear of a 60 or the hope of a 90.
Nor is, it only the lower half who suffer at the
Despite my own shortcomings, the response of the
hands of the grading system. All too many of the
first-year students in Legal Research and Writing
select
few at the top already have oversized egos.
Sec. A-I to challenging research questions more than
The extra gratification of high grades makes them
proves this point. The resort to grades as a source of
all the more insufferable and, in too many cases, armotivation is too often the action of a professor who
rogant as well. Their plight may be less sympathetic,
cannot teach.
but the harm is just as real.
I know there are those who doubt the validity of
The abolition of grades is very far from a cure-all
for all that ails education ,in general and legal eduthese charges, but I write only of what I have seen
cation in particular, Nonetheless, it is a necessary
and felt and know to be true. Look and listen again
to the individuals who comprise the law school
step for an institution
truly dedicated
to the
community, and you will be unable to deny the living
dissemination of knowledge and the development of
proof of the destruction grades have wrought.
creative and inquiring minds.

Poor Seek Low-Cost Housing
public housing,
and 33,500
Together, abandonment
and
families with incomes qualiovercrowding
form a vicious
fying them for public housing,
downward spiral. Recent conbut none is available; another
cern with the plight of under16,000 are so poor that they
privileged Americans has focould not handle the minimum
cused
on educational
and-rent even if such housing were employment
opportunities,
built.
leaving-housing
far behind in
In the face of this demand,
the social scheme of priorities.
abandonment in the District is As a result of established comreaching
dangerously
high
mercial values, and the conrates,
presaging
widespread
comitant political and social
While structurally many of devastation and urban blight in _values of the present Adminithe residential
buildings
in 'proportions
never before ex- stration,
Washington's
poor
D.C. are the same, the levels of perienced. ,
are falling farther and farther
maintenance,
overcrowding,
As the number of vacant
behind in the race for adequate
and
sanitation
distinguish
units grows, there is increased
housing.
them into separate
housing
overcrowding into the units reThe 1969 Report
of the
markets.
. Because
low-cost
maining, further accelerating
Council of Economic Advisors
housing is not a profitable ven- deterioration
and blight. Cenprovides candid documentature, discouraging commercial
sus figures for 1970' show tion of patterns which systeinvestment,
Washington
has 180,000 people (24 per cent of matically exclude the poor:
had to rely on the Federal
the District's population) living
Investing in new housing for
government for virtually all of in overcrowded conditions.
low-income [amilies-s-particuits low-income
housing
'reOf D.C.'s children, 44 per larly in big cities-is
usually a
sources.
cent live in overcrowded condilosing proposition. Indeed the
tions and, of those, 16 per cent
most profitable investment is
The results are shocking, in
are
severely
overcrowded.
For
often
one that
demolishes
part due to Richard Nixon's
large families, there were 3700 homes of low-income families
impoundment policies and the
fewer units of six rooms or to make room for business and
current moratorium
on conmore in 1970 than in 1%0, and
higher-income families,
'struction of public housing in
the
families
living
in
them
paid
Witness: the massive reconthe District. In D.C. and suran average of SO per cent
struction efforts in the K, L,
rounding areas there are 10,000
,(Please tum to P..S, col. 1).
families on the waiting list for. higher rent.
by Nate Rosenberg
The District of Columbia,
like many large urban centers,
has two wholly distinct housing
markets: a middle- to upperincome market consisting of
high-priced
but
well-maintained residential
buildings,
and a low-income market consisting of low-cost and substantially deteriorated housing.

Advocate Meeting
There will be an orientation meeting for persons who would
like to work on The Advocate during the '74-'75 school year at
1 P.M. on Thursday, April 18, in room II, in the basement of
Bacon HaJI. There will be a second meeting for night students
at 7:45 that evening at the. same place.
The Advocate needs additional editorial personnel. 'columnists, reporters. cartoonists, and production personnel, Ex'perience is not a prerequisite to participation. All interested
persons are invited.
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Normalization of Grades Proposed
(Continued from p, 4)
would receive the same grades
they do under the present
system in individual courses,
their cum would be determined
on a basis which takes into
account, recognizes, and automatically adjusts for individual
grading predilections and practices of different professors.
The philosophical basis for
such a system is easy to see.
Individual
professors
would
·retain at least the freedom they
have now to award grades
based upon their own grading
philosophy or principles, and
to indicate to each student
their own opinion in numerical
form of the student's ability in
a given course. On the other
hand, the cum, virtually by
definition, is supposed to be a
standard and uniform measure
of a law student's ability and
performance in the law school
and to be directly comparable
to the cum' of every other
student. Failure to recognize
and adjust for the differences
in grading patterns of individual' professors
distorts
this
supposedly uniform indicia and
makes it a less reliable indicator of the student's
overall
performance.
To obtain the
most reliable measure of a
student's overall performance,
therefore, it is necessary to
recognize that some professors,
at least in any given year, grade
lower or higher than others,
and to make a simple mathematical adjustment
for this
fact.
There is ample precedent for
such a procedure
in many
areas. To take just one common example, an admissions
office will logically consider a B
plus average from some littleknown school with lower grading standards.
It appears, in
fact, that many schools actually

they may have taken courses
Because this is only a study
with.
proposal, the precise details
Secondly,
such a change'
have not been spelled out. For
example, it could be applied to could be accomplished without
in any way affecting
the
all classes, or to all classes over
grading
philosophies
or
"acaa certain
size, or only to
first-year required courses. The . demic freedom" of the individual professor (thus making it
agreed-upon norm or average
might be determined by a vote more attractive to members of
the faculty and more likely to
of the faculty or by taking the
be adopted); and without disaverage of the section averages
turbing
the relationship
be-'
during each term. The normaltween
the
individual
professor
izing factor,
it should
be
and his students, since each
pointed out, will vary with each
student would still receive a
professor from year to year,
grade directly from the profesreflecting the fact that Professor A may grade his class at sore
Thirdly, the transcript would
higher than the average in one
become a far more meaningful
year, or lower than the average
in another year, or that he may document, and a more accurate
of the
student's
tend to grade high in course X reflection
performance,
particularly
for
while at the same time grading
outsiders
who
might
not
otherlow in course Y.
. wise be familiar with individual
It seems to me that there are
grading predilections. Thus, a
a number of advantages
of
student who receives a low
such a. system which clearly
grade in a key course would, if
outweigh the only disadvantage
this were the case, be able to
of which I am aware.
show directly from the tranFirst, such a system would script that it resulted in large
completely equalize all grading
part from. the fact that that
professor graded low that year.
disparities
between
different
At the moment,
such
an
sections and different professors. In doing so, it would be argument can, of course, be
fair to all students and would made, but it is far less likely to
make the cumulative average a be believed by a prospective
more meaningful figure readily .employer.
Finally,
one of the key
and fairly comparable between
different students without re- advantages of this proposal is
gard to the sections they may that for many purposes it could
have been' in, or the professors
be put into operation without
faculty approval. For example,
the Law Review, in judging
Normalized
Normalizing
candidates now in their second
Grade
Factor
term,
could
normalize
the
79.46
84/75
grades
from
each
of the
68/75
76.10
sections
and eliminate
the
79175
76.89
disparities which clearly exist.
C
C
and which many students feel
81.08
74175
are unfair. Other student pro77.88
78/75
grams, honorary societies, etc.,
75/75
77.00
could likewise utilize this sys64/75
73.83
tem for their own purposes.
542.24 -;- 7
77.46
The only disadvantage
of

have developed numerical factors which adjust upward the
average from schools which
have very high standards and
grade strictly, and deflate cums
from schools with lower standards, or which grade high. In
essence, this is really all that I
.am proposing with respect to
the cum.
How would the system work
in practice? A student would
. still receive numerical grades
from each professor, as under
our present system. These same
grades would, of course, also
appear on the transcript. However, in addition, the transcript
would show. the grade being
multiplied by a normalizing
factor, and the resulting grade
after it had been normalized by
inflating or deflating it according to that professor's grading
patterns.
Thus, if the average in a
given section was 80, and the
agreed upon average or norm
was .75, the grade of each
student in that section would
be divided by the fraction
80175 and deflated by a very
small amount. Students who
got a high grade would still
. have a high grade to be averaged in determining their cum,
but it would be reduced slightly
to reflect the fact that this class
was "graded high." A hypothetical of such a transcript
appears below:
Unnormalized
Grade
89
69
81

Subject
Torts
Contracts I
Crim. Law
Legal R. & W.
Contracts II
Property
Const. Law
Civ. Pro.

C
80
81
77
63
Cum to Date

the last two
weeks ofclasses

=

=

NOTICE
.

Get
-typing Paper-Thesis Covers
Typewriter Ribbon-Korec:type
Blue Books-Penc:ils and Pens

The Joint Committee of Faculty and Students Invites
students to petition for membership on the Student Health
Service Advisory Committee. This Committee will advise
the Director on all matters pertaining to student health
services. There will be five students selected, at least two
of whom will be women, and at least two of whom will be
graduate or professional students.
The term of office forth!s Committee will be May 1,1974
to April 30, 1975. Petitions may be obtained in the Student
Activities Office, Marvin Genter 425, and the deadline for
submitting petitions will be 5:00 p.m .. Friday, April 19th.
Interviews with petitioners
will be scheduled after April
19th.

Study Aids
Monarch Notes-Schaums Outlines
.:
Riul-!linl-! Bros.
~ Bur-n um and Bailey

Thesis and Term Paper Guides
Turabian and MLA

~
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v
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~
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Book
Buy
Back
April
29-30

Book
Buy
Back
April
29-30

Circus
Thursday, April 18
7:30p.m.
at the D.C. Armory

t

~

l

Tickets on sale
at the information
Only 52.00
lr<>l:ul",!y $4.(.1)

Desk

such a proposal of which I amaware is that it would make it
somewhat
more difficult to
prepare the transcripts.
The
Dean, in fact, has indicated
that it would be exceedingly
difficult. However, I know of
no reason why these rather
trivial calculations, and in fact
the entire printing operation,
could not be performed by a
computer. My own guess is that
whatever the increased cost, it
would be more than offset by
the many advantages of the
program, .and be far more
,_satisfactory than some system
of ironclad grading curves.
•

(Prof. Banzhafs second proposal, the adoption of a system
of team teaching. will appear in
the next issue of The Advocate.)

Moot Court
Holds Finals
by Jessica Stricklin
The energy crisis ends Friday, April 26, for this year's
moot court participants when
the top scoring teams from the
second round
present their
cases for the last time. The
first-year finalists are Kenner
and Peter for the petitioner
versus Zwisler and Williams for
respondent.
The upperclass
competitors are John Morland
for Petitioner and Tom Hylden
for respondent. The final round
will be heard in Building C at
8:00p.m.
Two particularly fine panels
will judge the arguments. The
Hon. Roger Robb of the U.S.
Court of Appeals, District of
Columbia
Circuit, the Hon.
Oliver Gasch, U.S. District
Court
for the District
of
Columbia, and Professor David
Seidel son will hear the first year
competition.
The upperclass
argument will be judged by the
Hon. Robert
Kunzig,
U.S .
Court of Claims, the Hon.
Harold Greene, Chief Justice,
D.C .. Superior Court, and Mr.
Robert Montgomery,
Deputy
Chief Counsel at the Federal
Energy Office.
The Case Club will host a
reception immediately following the final round at HarlanBrewer House. Refreshments
will be served, and all are
invited to attend.
Honor Board members for
the coming year have been selected. They are Mary Ann
Bannan,
Cam Blake, Steve
Cantor, Roger Cohen, Michael
Grow,
Ken
Frankel.
Skip
Halpern, Frank Johnson, Steve
Plambeck, Peter Schaumberg,
Jessica Stricklin,
Lee Tyner
and Nancy Watkins.

the
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Getting the Businessata .Buai'nessma n's Lunch
by Mark Leemon

,to

lunch, and see if we can do
';The business of America is 'business, Do you own a car?
business." Calvin Coolidge's
You can
be here in 20
classic phrase came to mind
minutes."
last week when I met a man I
Always interested in a free
shall call "Mr.
Weathermeal, and continually amazed
spoon," an entrepreneur
who
at how much our present
has made his fortune in print- . printer
charges,
I thought,
ing,
"Why not?" He gave me di-'
As production manager of rections, and we agreed upon a
time.
the composition shop that typesets The Advocate, I decide
Mr. Weatherspoon
was on
which firm will print this and
the phone when I arrived. His
other client newspapers.
Mr.
receptionist, a refugee from the
. Weatherspoon
thought
we Great Depression, asked me to
could do business.
please sit down. Twenty minutes later, the door across the
My first contact with him
room opened and a squat, fastwas an indirect one. A nasal,
moving man in his SO's apTidewater-accented,
female
proached
me with an outvoice asked me to hold the line
stretched hand and a fixed,
a minute after I answered the
Hollywood smile.
phone and identified myself.
"Hi," he said, pumping my
Mr. Weatherspoon is the kind
arm several times. "Caesar
of person who measures his
Weatherspoon,
here. Come inown success in part by having'
to my office."
other people do his telephonThe office, like the man,
ing. A few seconds later, a reflected
hard work and a
forcefully friendly voice came
fondness for the garish. It was
on the line.
decorated with pictures of him"I'm Caesar K. Weatherself shaking hands with famous
spoon," the phone speaker
people. Presidents Johnson and
boomed. "I have a tremendous
Nixon were prominently
disprinting plant out here; I'd like
played. The room was stained
to show you around, take you
in knotty pine and his desk top

Was the size of a small hockey

rink.. .

Alumn i Host/Buffet
by Carol Elder
members
of the Executive
. The George
Washington
Committee of the Law Association, and members of the
Law Association, the alumni
organization of the National . Board of Trustees will also b e
Law Center, will host a receppresent.
tion and buffet supper for the
If you plan on attending,
graduating classes of Septemwith or without a guest. and
ber 1973, February 1974, and have not as yet notified the
May 1974. All those who have Association,
please call Digraduated or will (hopefully)
rector of Alumni
Relations
graduate in one of those classes. Cliff Dougherty (676-6429) ora
are cordially invited to attend
drop him a note to that effect
this function,
along
with via campus mail addressed to
spouses or guests.
the University Library, room
This finai get-together
will ..:..7~10~·
be held
National
Street,
hours of

on April 20th at the
Lawyers Club, 1815 H
N.W.,
between
the
4:30 and 6:30 p.m. It

will be an informal affair to
"give you maximum
opportunity to associate with your
fellow classmates, and to celebrate your significant accomplishment," according to Elwood Davis, President of the
Association. Faculty members,

At the outset, he engaged in
polite chit-chat. I tried to steer
the conversation back to printing, asking him about his
prices. He answered with a
question of his own.
"Well, son." he grinned.
"How much .are you paying
now?"
I smiled back, thinking in
my naive way that he was kidding. I persisted, asking him
what his standard, unadulterated, pre-deal prices were-just
to give me an idea of what he
had to offer. He said he needed
to "work up" some prices, and
could best do that only after he
knew what I was paying now.
"I have a pretty good idea anyway," he said with a confident
smile. I professed ignorance of
such coarse details and concluded to myself that this guy
was far too slick for me.
He then broached the subject of "the contract." He "believed in contracts" and didn't
like to do .business without
them. Curious, I asked him
about the one contract squeeze
that I knew about: the papercost clause, whereby every time
the printer's wholesale prices
increase, he will pass them on
to his customers (who are theoretically guaranteed
a fixed
price).
He smiled tolerantly at the
.
question, saying
t h at h e cou ld
., into a
build a fitxe d paper price
contract (at higher than current rates, of course),
and
would be more than willing to
take that chance. "I'm a capitalist,' he said by way of explanation, "and, by definition,
gambler. But we can talk
about these details later. How
about a tour of the place?"
We went downstairs. It was

i~dn~~'~T:DePt.

A
is alive and well
and living in
The Rathskellar
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OPEN PETITIONING

International Student ID Card
Eurailpass
Britrail Pass

RESERVATIONS
.TICKETS
EVERYWHERE

-

FREE SERVICE

FOR FOUR POSITIONS
ON THE

Student-Faculty Committee on Appeals
. .
. EJd at either the Marvin Genter Information Desk or the Vice Pre~pe\ltlons;a~
b~ ~~~ir/6ffice,
4tn Floor, Rice Hall. The petitions are due by 5:00, Apnl
tdent for tu en,
If
would like additional information,
please call Mr. Mark
19 at eIIherEIOCa\lt~ne'secrYeOt~ry
to the Non-Academic Judicial System, at 676-7210.
Rosenberg,
xecu IV

U nlVe
- rsi ty
American
Law and Policy
Institute in Israel

at Hebrew University
Law School

Ground Floor
MARVIN CENTER
FREE SERVICE
CALL 659-2968

Blood and
Blood Plasma
Donors Needed
All Types
Fee Paid
Come in or cull

July 14 - August 23 1974
Write:

---;

'-
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THE G.W. NON-ACADEMIC JUDICIAL SYSTEM
ANNOUNCES

r-------,."l;;;;;;;;~;;;;;;;;~=~~~I'
The George Washington
University Program Board

about 12:15, and the whole poodle and she wants it back.
She'll pay $3 or $5, or whatever
place was virtually deserted.
it costs because a classified is
"This is our composing room,"
the best means of articulating
he said, gesturing to a bleak
her problem. And if they don't
room where a lone male figure
sat at a light-table. Trying (I like your rates, screw them.
the only paper
in
suspect> to impress me with his You're
town.;'
conviviality, Mr. Weatherspoon
He swallowed a cubic inch of
walked over to the kid and
said, "Hi, Fred," in a big, Quiche.
friendly tone. The kid turned
"And then you have reportaround with a look of befuddleers. Times are hard, no'; many
ment.
writing' jobs are in a small
We finally came to the press town, so if they don't like what
room. Next to the idle press, in you're paying, screw 'em. You
a plastic and aluminum lawn can always find replacements."
chair behind a listing card
The list of advantages, all
table, sat the head pressman. a ending with "Screw 'em," went
large hulking man with an un- on through most of the main
focused expression. his arms course. "Yes Siree,' he consolid black with ink from his el- .eluded, "It's a great business.
bows to finger tips. "Sorry I You're an unregulated
utility
can't shake hands," he said, prote~!ed by the First Amendsmiling, when we were introment.
duced.
I was tempted to ask about
For lunch, we walked two people who don't know about
blocks through a tacky busi- penalty and expense clauses in
ness district to a surprise of a printing contracts, but I chickrestaurant.
Meanwhile,
Mr. ened out. I didn't want to be
Weatherspoon
was
either
nasty and, besides. I never had
warming up to me or just feel- a free $5 lunch before.
ing like philosophizing;
he
At the end of lunch, Mr.
launched into a long monoWeatherspoon
pulled out his
logue on the newspaper busiAmerican Express Card and
ness.
paid the bill. He walked me to
We entered . an elegantly
my car, shook my hand, and
furnished dining room, and sat assured me that he'd be in
down to some fancy French
touch about those prices, while
food. While Mr. Weatherspoon
emphasizing
that we should'
devoured
a giant piece of "get together real soon" and
Quiche Lorraine, he continued
sign a contract.
his theories of business.
.
"There are two chances of
that,"
I said to myself in the
"A small town daily paper is
manner
of Bill Russell, "slim
a great business. Take classifieds, Some housewife loses her and none."

Director

-

law and Policy Institute Abroad
The American University law School
2119 Wisconsin Ave N.W.
Washinllton, D.C. 20007
Phone 202-686-3800

Ant.ibodies, Inc.
1712 Eye Street, NW Suite 210
Washington, D.C. 298-6960
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PIRG Poses Urban Homesteading Plan
(Continued from p. 5)
and-M St., N.W., business district, and Capitol Hill, S.E. The
government itself is inextricably caught up in the same
private calculus. As the Urban
. Problems Commission put it"
"renewal was and is too often
looked upon as a federally financed gimmick to provide
relatively cheap land for a
miscellany
of profitable
or
prestigious enterprise."
Growing maldistributions
of
housing, together with intransi.gence. on the part of the
government
and private industry, require that, if the
urban poor are to have any
place at all to live in the coming.
years, they will have to take
matters into their own hands.

And so they have. Due to the
dynamic and unfaltering leadership of Nadine Winter and
her executive board at Hospitality House, Washington now
has a comprehensive plan for
"urban homesteading."
The proposal has precedent
in the Pre-emption and Homestead Acts of 184] -] 862, and is
as American
as Jefferson's
egalitarian dream of a nation
of landed, independent
citizens. Its germ idea of home
ownership has proved its potency throughout our country's
history.
Not at all a give-away, it asks
participants to risk a three to
five-year investment of time,
labor, and money to transform
a dilapidated
house into a

units amenable to meeting the
renovated home of their own,
housing needs of larger numbringing stability to disintegrating neighborhoods. And it bers of low-income families.
is a singularly sensible way to
The proposal, not yet ademake use of abandoned hous-'
quately funded, would investiing while ameliorating housing
gate the rehabilittion costs and
shortages and slowing the prorelated problems involved in
gress of urban blight.
renovating
abandoned
public
The George
Washington,
housing units, as well as multiGeorgetown,
and
American
family dwelling units held by
University offices ofD.C. PIRG
the city ana HUD.
have joined to carry the homeTurning public and private
steading
concept
one step
further. A new proposal for a housing into urban homesteads
City
Housing
Co-operative
will require legislation to clear
title, but PIRG is making an
would implement urban homesteading on a mass scale for the immediate,
and
admittedly
first time in American history, . bold, start with pilot projects
involving abandonedproperties
expanding the concept to larger

Meeting

Law Spouses Notes
by Laurie Levinson
Election time! Come to our
pot luck and election party
Saturday, April 20th, 7:00 p.m.
To tind out more about the
board positions available, or to
make reservations, call Laurie
Levinson at 354-1466. You
have a choice of dishes to make:
salad/vegetable,
entree, or dessert. Free beer and mixes for
B.Y.a.B. will be provided.
The bash will be at Laurie
and Ken Levinson's,
4908
Herkimer St., Annandale. Va.
Directions from. Beltway Exit
6E (Route 236) are: right at
H~ta~Dri~;ri~tooAm~
icana Drive (first right) to Bris-,
tow Village' left on Herkimer
to 4908.
'
.
Go fly a kite (with usl.Come
to a picnic, Saturday, April
27th, 12:00, at Lake Accotink
in Springfield, complete with
canoe rentals, hiking paths,
and playground
equipment.
Bring your own lunch and kite.
Beverages
provided
by the
club.

Thursday,

Take Route 236 west to
Braddock Rd., one mile west of
Landmark. Turn left. At Backlick Road, turn left. Turn right
at Highland Street. Watch for
Lake Accotink sign. Follow
gravel road .one mile to picnic
site. From the beltway, take
exit 4 (Braddock Road) south:
to Backlick Road. Continue as
above.

Lawyers Guild
M · T d
eetrng 0 ay
The GW caucus of the National Lawye.rs Guild will h?ld
afinalm~hngfurilie~n~g
semester today at 1 P.M. In
Room 3] of Stockton Hall.
Items to be discussed. include
the selecton of a chairperson
for the '74·'75 school year, projects such as the preparation of
an evaluation of the legal aid
programs and publication of a
disorientaton
booklet for incoming students, and a Mayday party.
All interested individuals are
invited to attend.

April 18

Edi torial Personnel
Cartoonists

administered by HUD, as well
as foreclosed properties managed by Washington's
Redevelopment Land Agency and
FHA.
This concept, when put into
practice
via a communityorganized, community-run cooperative, is seen as a new tool
for helping to stabilize urban
neighborhoods which have experienced,
or are entering,
stages .of physical
decline,
abandonment,
and economic
disinvestment.
Homesteading
will be a method of making
productive
and
attractive
homes and neighborhoods
of
unstable and declining areas.

for all individ uals
whowish to work
on the Advocate.

Production Personnel

Reporters
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1PM and 7:45 PM .

I

Room 11,Bacon Hall
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